Books for children with Social Studies Concepts

(Books in the Hofstra University Library’s Curriculum Materials Center)

Community Service
The kid’s guide to service projects : over 500 service ideas for young people who want to make a difference
   HV41 .L455 I-JH
Good enough to eat PZ7 .C67342 Go E

Presidential Elections
Duck for President / Doreen Cronin ; illustrated by Betsy Lewin.
Pete for president! / by Daisy Alberto ; illustrated by Blanche Sims.
If I ran for president / Catherine Stier ; illustrated by Lynne Avril.
I can be president / by Beatrice Beckman ; prepared under the direction of Robert Hillerich.
Presidents / by Carol Greene
Grace for President/Kelly Dipucchio

Economics
One hen: how one small loan made a big difference PZ7 .M648 On E

American History
The American story : 100 true tales from American history E178.6 .A76 I-HS
The many rides of Paul Revere
(there are many more titles as well please ask the librarian for assistance)

Women in History
The secret world of Hildegard CT275 Hildegard P
Miss Crandall’s school for young ladies and little misses of color : poems CT275 Crandall I-JH
Something out of nothing : Marie Curie and radium CT275 Curie I-JH
How to survive in Antarctica G863 .B59 I-JH
Harriet Tubman, secret agent : how daring slaves and free Blacks spied for the Union during the Civil War
   CT275 Tubman I-HS
The librarian of Basra : a true story from Iraq Z720 .B24W56 P
Amelia to Zora : twenty-six women who changed the world CT107 .C49 I-JH
I could do that : Esther Morris gets women the vote CT275 Morris I
Count on us : American women in the military UB418 .W65N38 I-JH
Independent dames : what you never knew about the women and girls of the American Revolution E276 .A53 P-I
American Revolution
Dangerous crossing : the revolutionary voyage of John Quincy Adams PZ7 .K883 P-
John, Paul, George & Ben PZ7 .S6538 E
Colonial Voices Hear Them Speak

War
Brothers in hope : the story of the Lost Boys of Sudan PZ7 .W66699 P-I
Cecil's story PZ7 .L9954 E
The cello of Mr. O PZ7 .C985 E
I am I PZ7 .F585 E
Rose Blanche PZ7 .I586 I-JH
Shattered : stories of children and war PZ5 .S5147 JH-HS
The war PZ7 .V448 E
The donkey of Gallipoli

Slavery/The Underground Railroad
Henry’s Freedom Box PZ7 .L57833 Hen P-I
Almost to Freedom PZ7 .N43773 P-I
Aunt Harriet’s Underground Railroad in the Sky PZ7 .R4726 E
The Drinking Gourd PZ7 .M75 E 2
Follow the Drinking Gourd PZ7 .W7547 E
Night Boat to Freedom PZ7 .R1955 P-I
Freedom River CT275 Parker P-I
Harriet Tubman CT275 Tubman
Big Jabe PZ7 .N723 E
Elijah of Buxton PZ7 .C94137 .El I-JH
The Footwarmer and the Crow PZ7 .C6746 I
Nettie’s Trip South PZ7 .T8535 I
Now let me fly : the story of a slave family PZ7 .J631635 E-I
When Harriet met Sojourner

African American History
D is for Drinking Gourd: An African American Alphabet E185 .S17 P-I
As good as anybody : Martin Luther King Jr. and Abraham Joshua Heschel's amazing march toward freedom E185.97 .K5M44 P-I

Prejudice
The sneetches and other stories / written and illustrated by Dr. Seuss.
Freedom Summer / by Deborah Wiles ; illustrated by Jerome Lagarrigue.
The adventures of Connie and Diego = Las aventuras de Connie y Diego / written by Maria Garcia ; illustrated by Malaquias Montoya ; translated into Spanish by Alma Flor Ada.
The friendship / Mildred D. Taylor ; pictures by Max Ginsburg.
The gold Cadillac / Mildred D. Taylor ; pictures by Michael Hays.
The gold-threaded dress / Carolyn Marsden.
Henry and the kite dragon / Bruce Edward Hall ; illustrated by William Low.
This is our house / by Michael Rosen ; illustrated by Bob Graham.
Whitewash / by Ntozake Shange ; illustrated by Michael Sporn.
The Other Side

**Tyrants/Rulers**
Bartholomew and the oobleck / written and illustrated by Dr. Seuss.

**Pollution/Recycling**
The Lorax, by Dr. Seuss.
Oil Spill! TD427 .P4B46 P-I
Peter's Place PZ7 .G88446 P-I
Lockie Leonard, Scumbuster PZ7 .W7683 I-JH
The Last Bit-Bear : a Fable PZ7 .R56758
Just a Dream PZ7 .V266 E
The Great Kapok Tree : a Tale of the Amazon rain forest PZ7 .C4199 E
The Hole in the Tree PZ7 .G2933
The Salamander Room PZ7 .M47396 E
The Sea, the Storm, and the Mangrove Tangle PZ7 .C41995 P-I
Summer Sands PZ7 .G18415 E
One Small Place in a Tree QH541.5 .F6B69 P
Recycle every day! / written and illustrated by Nancy Elizabeth Wallace.
Recycling trash into treasures / by Kim M. Rottkamp
Dinah for president / Claudia Mills.
My first green book / Angela Wilkes.
The trouble with Gramary / by Betty Levin.
Trash! / by Charlotte Wilcox ; photographs by Jerry Bushey.
Recyclopedia : games, science equipment, and crafts from recycled materials / written and illustrated by Robin Simons ; developed at the Boston Children's Museum.
Chattanooga sludge / Molly Bang.
Endangered planet / David Burnie ; foreword by Tony Juniper.
Our dirty land / by Sarah M. Elliott ; illustrated with photos., drawings and maps by the author.
Planet Earth: 25 Environmental Projects You Can Build Yourself

**Bragging**
10 apples up on top, by Dr. Seuss

**Geography**
Me on the Map GA130 .S885 P
Madlenka  PZ7 .S6219 E
Recess at 20 Below LB3033 .A34 P
Stringbean’s Trip to the Shining Sea  PZ7 .W6685 E
The Journey of Oliver K. Woodman PZ7 .P27816 E

**Immigration/Naturalization**

Alina: A Russian girl comes to Israel  PZ7.M51585
The American Wei  PZ7 .P76955 E
Annushka’s Voyage  PZ7 .T1653 E
The cat who escaped from steerage : a bubbemeiser  PZ7 .M4672
The Dream Jar  PZ7 .P94965 E
An Ellis Island Christmas PZ7 .L5343 E
I Hate English! PZ7 .L57833 E
The Keeping Quilt PZ7 .P75186 E
Lights for Gita  PZ7 .G43805 Lig P-JH
The Memory Coat  PZ7 .W8606 E
Molly’s Pilgrim PZ7 .C6595 P-I
My Diary From Here to There  PZ73 .P4654 P-I
My Name is Yoon  PZ7 .R24435 E
Sarah, Also Known as Hannah  PZ7 .R7196965 P-I
A Very Important Day  PZ7 .H43195 E
Watch the Stars Come Out PZ7 .L5796 E
What Zeesie Saw on Delancy Street  PZ7 .R1235 E

**Culture**

Secret of the Andes PZ7 .C5296 I 5
Celebrate Cinco de MayoF1233 .O88 P
Hieroglyphs from A to Z
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